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Announcements
Monthly Meeting:
May 9, 2020; 09:00

Virtual Meeting:

The Stillwater Amateur
Radio Association will be holding a
virtual club meeting via WebEx on
Saturday morning May 9, starting
at 9:00 AM. All current SARA members of record as of April 4th should
have received a WebEx meeting
invitation via email from Doug Farrell. Check your junk or spam folder
if you can’t find it at first.

The Art of QSL Cards
KDØVKB
Current Members will receive
a meeting invitation via email
from Doug (N9TOW)
This meeting is only open to
SARA Members

If you haven’t received an invite or are not a SARA
member and would like to attend the meeting, drop an email
to president @ radioham.org and we’ll add you to the list.
WebEx has native applications for Windows, MacOS, IOS, and
Android and will also work through a web browser.
When joining a WebEx meeting for the first time using Windows, WebEx will download and install the WebEx Meetings
app for Windows. I do not know what it does for MacOS, but
suspect it’s similar. For smart devices (phones or tablets) you
can download the WebEx app from Apple's App store or
Google Play.
Continued on next page

If you DO NOT receive your
invite, send an email to:
President@radioham.org

SARA On the Air

All Times are Local (Central)

Phone Round Robin
Ragchews & Net
Daily “Lunch Room” Crew: 12:00 - ?
SARA 2m Repeater* ... Each Weekday
Daily Top Band Crew: 20:00
1.966 MHz LSB +/- QRM

(alternates: 21.316 MHz or 50.166 MHz)

Monday 75m Crew: 08:15 (NEW TIME)
3.856 MHz LSB +/- QRM
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Tuesday (TMT) & Thursday (TMT ):
19:00 SARA 2m Repeater*
(TMT2 is in lieu of Eye Ball QSO Party)

Wednesday Informal Net: 21:00
SARA 2m Repeater*

Digital Net
Proud affiliate of the Courage Kenny Handiham Program

Sunday: 19:00
3.584.15 MHz USB
(500-1000 Hz) on waterfall

Mode announced via email

Can’t Find Us On the Air?
... Monitor SARA Repeater!
*SARA 2m Repeater: 147.060 MHz
Positive Offset; DCS/DTCS 026 Normal)

You do not need a web camera or a microphone to attend a SARA on-line meeting. You will
need to be able to hear the audio portion via speakers or headphones. The meeting hosts will
manage the audio/mic and video connections during the meeting. This will help control the
bandwidth demand and maintain a quality feed to all participants. You can always indicate
you have a question or comment by the "raise a hand" button. The hosts will acknowledge
you and unmute your mic for your contribution. There is also a live Chat you can use to type
comments or questions. I recommend that you "Join Meeting" 15-20 minutes ahead of time if
it is the first time you use WebEx. That will give you time to install the app and select and test
your mic and speakers before the meeting starts.

The Art of the QSL Card

Broadcast radio is often referred to as' "The theater of the mind"; where we fill in the missing
visual component from our imagination. There is a similar process in amateur radio as we
make a new contact. The QSL card serves to confirm this visual link in an otherwise sightless
media. From early handwritten origins to fanciful popular comic based designs, operator or
shack photos, and contemporary computer generated imagery; this presentation by Randy KDØVKB will
take a look at how these cards evolved and the fanciful artwork that makes them a cherished bit of ham
radio lore.
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Bandwidth from the President
Greetings from my shack, de Joe KCØOIO.
What have you been up to in ham radio during this
Stay Home period?
I hope you have all adjusted to this Stay Home reality: working from home, school at
home, worshipping from home, takeout dining, family video conferences, the list goes
on. I have been working from home since March 20, having gone into the shop office
just once since then. I like my commute! It’s been a whole lot cheaper than the daily
drive out to Plymouth.
SARA’s on-air lineup remains strong. Two Meter Tuesday (TMT) and Two Meter
Thursday (TMT2) Round Robin Ragchews are going strong, with good numbers each
night. Participation in the Wednesday 9:00PM Two Meter Ragchew is sliding a little, but
it remains on the schedule. The Top Band gang now gathers nightly on 160 meters. The
“Lunch Room,” the noontime ragchew on the SARA repeater Monday through Friday,
continues to be a good place to gather and chat. We hear from 1 or 2 non-members
each session, so we’re helping raise awareness of the SARA repeater during that
session. The oft-heard comment from non-members is “I was scanning and heard the
group…” And we’re still trying different digital modes in the Sunday evening HF Digital
Net, recently trying DominoEX modes. The Digital net will continue for a couple more
weeks, likely going into summer break before the Memorial Day weekend.
The WebEx meeting platform has become a useful tool for SARA. The April virtual club
meeting saw over 35 participants. We’ve had a fun “Manhattan Project” Happy Hour
session. And WebEx gave us a unique opportunity to “Show Your Shack – Live” virtual
Eyeball QSO Party featuring tours of our shacks. Going forward in the foreseeable
future, SARA will continue to offer virtual gatherings weekly. The Board discussed the
WebEx session plan during its April 29th meeting. The May monthly club meeting will
be Saturday May 9 at 9:00 AM, with Randy Olson KDØVKB presenting “The Art of QSL
Cards.”
We’ll start a bi-weekly schedule of virtual Thursday Tech Topic sessions beginning May
7th. That session will be “Interpreting the Solar Data.” We should be able to leverage
the knowledge and experience of the collective for the Tech Topic sessions. Future
session topics include “Using the SARA System Fusion WIRES-X link”, “Digital Voice
Hotspots – a more in-depth discussion”, “YSFReflector and the SARA Room.” The
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Continued on next page

planned schedule of Eyeball QSO Tech Topic Sessions for May will be May 7th and
May 21st, beginning at 7:30 PM each night. Check into the TMT2 ragchew first, then
join the Thursday Tech Topic session.
On the opposite weeks of the Tech Topic sessions, we will have, by popular demand, a
Friday evening SARA “Manhattan Project” Happy Hour. The May Manhattan Projects
will be Friday May 15th and Friday May 29th. Happy Hour begins at 7:30 PM. Bring
your own beverage of choice.
SARA’s ARRL Field Day effort next month will likely be very different than in the past.
The COVID-19 pandemic has been reshaping many group activities around the world.
The ARRL is suggesting using creative approaches to Field Day activities. Field Day
planning for SARA is moving towards individual members setting up and operating
under Class B (1 or 2 person), Class C (Mobile), Class D (Home Station) or Class E
(Home, Emergency Station). We’ll be shaping our plans in the coming weeks, but
preliminary ideas to encourage participation include an intra-club contest and
inter-club challenge with other local clubs. Collin KEØIYN has been developing an
exciting idea. He is creating the http://ham-radio-bingo.com/ web-based bingo card
generator. Collin states that the bingo card idea is intended to increase engagement
in not only Field Day, but other on-air operating events or even general operating
activities. Watch for further details as the SARA Field Day plan is developed.
Our schedule of Radios in the Park evenings at Valley View Park in Oak Park Heights is
also being impacted. The session scheduled for May 16 is cancelled due to the
extension of the MN Stay at Home orders. The Board discussed the likelihood of
cancelling all the sessions out of distancing and health concerns. For now, we have the
dates reserved with the city and we will see how the summer proceeds.
There are some great ham radio events coming up to fill the void of cancellation of
Hamvention and Ham Radio Friedrichshafen. The Hamvention QSO Party will take
place on Saturday May 16 from 0800 EDT (1200 UTC) to 2000 EDT (0000 UTC). Details
can be found on the World Wide Radio Operators Foundation website
www.wwrof.org.
Contest University, usually held the Thursday before Hamvention, will be offered
online via Zoom for free on Thursday May 14th beginning at 0745 CDT (1245 UTC).
Registration is open now at https://www.contestuniversity.com/.
Ham Radio 2.0 YouTube channel will be streaming the “YouTubers Hamfest” all day
Saturday May 16 at https://www.youtube.com/user/kc5hwb.
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And Eric Guth, 4Z1UG, of the QSO Today podcast, is organizing the QSO Today Virtual
Ham Radio Expo in June. Follow the progress of this event at www.qsotoday.com/expo
I wish you all well. Stay Safe – Stay Healthy!
73 es CUL de KCØOIO
… now where did I put my face mask, I need to go to the bank … (hmmm, is that a good
idea?)
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ARRL Antenna Book, 24th Edition, 4 Volumes in Slipcase
By John Lyon W9LHG
As any old timer will tell you, if they are not napping, a person
can’t have too many antenna books. Sitting in your favorite chair,
with any antenna book open on your lap, you can always dream
of having stacks of yagis for the high frequency bands, with full size wire antennas for the low
bands. That is, until your reverie dissipates when your wife asks you to take out the garbage.
Hrumphh.
Most people get their antenna information from three sources. (1) Cook book type books,
which present an antenna recommended and built by the author, with specific info on the
measurements and construction - but little on how or why the antenna works; (2) Information in the Internet that is usually similar to the cook book approach; and (3) The ARRL
Antenna Book, which is more technical with background to help an operator understand the
rudiments of antenna theory - at the cost of some reader effort.
The ARRL Antenna Book has been published for decades, and the 24th edition is the latest. I
bought the 4 volume edition, which comes with a slip case. The advantage is that when you
have only one volume open on your lap, it doesn’t cut off the blood circulation to one’s legs.
So how do you know where to start? If you have a particular subject in mind, there is an index at the back of Volume 4 for all the volumes, as well as an appendix of terms and abbreviations. If you have a topic in mind and want more information, each volume on the back cover has a general listing of topics in that particular volume, also with a detailed topic Table of
Contents for that volume inside. Each topic has numeric subdivisions (eg, 4.1, 4.2, etc.) and
these are reflected in the volume Table of Contents. Each topic has supplemental information in downloaded files, a bibliography on the topic, and, finally a digital copy of all volumes for online searching. If that‘s not enough, you need to take up bee keeping. At least it
will keep friends at a social distance.
Each volume has many graphs, charts, lists, and some photos. The photos (and the book) are
in black and white, even though the volume covers are in color. The print is large enough for
us sight challenged oldsters. But some of the graphs are small, crowded with data and hard
to read. And the photos are low contrast making details hard to view.
A few comments. This whole book is a collaboration of authors. Many of the individual antenna articles are from past ARRL publications, including issues of QST, QEX, etc. Those are
given credit in an Author index, and a Project index. But we really don’t know who wrote
what. The other issue is math. Math is the language of physics and antennas. This book minimizes math, but doesn’t eliminate it. Being math challenged myself, I have found that with
careful study, you can get the jist of the relationships even if one can’t solve the equation. In
Volume 1, there are references to math “help” sites on the Net. Also, the print references go
back many years, a few as long ago as the 1930s. The reason for that is the laws of antenna
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physics don’t change.
If you are a newbie, and want to build your first antenna for High Frequencies (HF), you might
start with Volume 2, Antennas For Low/Medium/High Frequencies. The simplest HF antenna
is the wire dipole. I and countless others started with just such an antenna. It’s simple, easy
to build, and it works. Hey, wait a minute; aren’t you going to start with Volume 1, Fundamentals of Antennas? In a word, no. A simple antenna will allow a new ham to get on the air
without understanding how it actually works. You don’t have to understand how your fridge
works to use it. Also, there are literally scores of articles on the Net on building a dipole, and
if you don’t want to build one, there are plenty of vendors awaiting your email or call. Fer
cripes sakes, even Amazon sells MFJ and other antennas (we lose money on every sale, but
we make up for it in volume).
But let’s assume that you would like to begin to understand. The first topic in Volume 2 is Single Band antennas, and the second is Multiband. The principals are similar, but the details are
different.
A dipole can be configured in a number of ways: horizontal, vertical, sloper, inverted vee, etc.
Often a major factor in antenna choice is the size of your lot, and where the trees are, if any.
Two end supports are needed for a basic dipole, but they don’t have to be trees. A house, a
garage or a pole can be a support if that is what you have.
Now I’m going to suggest something unorthodox. Although the laws of physics don’t change,
they can be squeezed or pushed a little. If you don’t have room for a full size antenna on a
band, try bending the ends of the horizontal sections, making sure they don’t touch anything,
especially metal or power lines. My point is try your ideas out and see if they work. Tweak a
little here or there, and see what happens.
Multiband or not? My first dipole was for the 80 meter Novice band. It worked fine, but the
band was only usable in the evening. I soon found myself talking to the same people, and
wanted more variety. Enter multi-band antennas. I took the same dipole, and changed the
feed line to open wire constructed in my dad’s wood shop. It worked, but only on certain
bands because I didn’t have a big boy tuner, and the Standing Wave Ratio (SWR) varied all
over the place. Semi-successful.
Today, we have the W0OXB Center-Fed Zepp (patent pending), fed with ladder line and a balun, that does the same thing provided we have a wide band tuner. For me, it’s great to be
able to change bands to meet the current and ever changing radio propagation, so I value
flexibility over peak performance. Your needs will probably be different.
Currently, I use a horizontal loop (called a “sky loop” in the antenna book) fed with open-wire
and a balun on HF bands. What band is it designed for? I dunno but probably closest to 40
meters. The design was based on where the trees are, but I don’t know the length of the
loop. A true cloud warmer. But on CW this wire antenna barely clearing the roof of my one
story house worked DXCC on 40 through 10 meters (100 watts of power), and DXCC QRP (5
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watts of power).
There are plenty of pages for gain antennas, yagis, quads, delta loops, and many more. My
favorite high performance antenna is a Quad, but its mechanical reliability in our climate is
awful. That’s why so many hams use a tri-band yagi. But that’s for later as you gain experience.
Another person might be interested in VHF/UHF. The antenna size and weight shrinks considerably at these frequencies. A gain antenna of reasonable size can be built at home with
parts available at big box hardware stores. And maybe you want to kick up a rumpus way up
in the gigahertz bands. Or work another ham on a satellite or bounce a signal off the moon.
It’s all here in Volume 3 - Antennas For VHF Through Microwave and Specialty Antennas.
But, hey, what about those fundamentals in Volume 1? Once you get your first antenna up
and working, won’t you be curious as to how it works? When you work your first DX station
out of the country, won’t you be curious how your little signal gets halfway around the
world? Volume 1 to the rescue: Antenna Fundamentals.
And finally, there are supplemental files that can be down loaded from the ARRL as a unit for
this book. Most of them are zipped PDFs. I spent a whole evening browsing through articles
that I’d heard about from the past, but not read myself. But they are now part of the antenna
literature for ham radio.
For the record, here are the volumes in order:
Volume 1 - Antenna Fundamentals
Volume 2 - Antennas for Low Medium and High Frequencies
Volume 3 - Antennas for Very High Frequencies Through Microwave and Specialty Antennas
Volume 4 - Transmission Lines and Building Antenna Systems, and Index
When I’m day dreaming in my easy chair with an adult beverage, what do I dream about? A
big broadside end fire wire array for 20 meters – maybe even 40 meters – and how nice it
would look, the sun light glinting on the wires, until the next wind storm crashed the wire
monster utterly to the ground.
No matter what mode you like to operate, you still need an antenna to direct your signal to
the other station. The ARRL Antenna Book is toward the technical side, but there is enough
information from decades of antenna history here to browse for a lifetime. There is also a
cheaper one volume edition of the same book, but don’t forget those legs.
If you are looking for your first HF antenna, the ARRL also publishes HF Dipole Antennas for
Amateur Radio. I haven’t seen it but it should get you started.
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Alpha Delta Antenna Switches – A Tale of 2 Experiences
By Joe Heitzinger KCØOIO and Randy Olson KDØVKB
A recent Lunch Room session discussion involved experiences with antenna switches. KCØOIO was relating his
observations about the internal construction of an Alpha Delta Delta-2 2-position switch following a failure
(repairable) of his switch. And KDØVKB shared his experiences using Alpha Delta Antenna switches at his station
or “marina” of boatanchors as he calls it. Together, we decided to share our experiences through Signals from
SARA.

Alpha Delta Delta-2 Surgical Repair – Joe’s contribution
I use my Alpha Delta Delta-2 switch as a disconnect for my 200-ft “OXB” center
-fed multi-band dipole. (Figure 1) The box to the left is a patch panel for sharing the antenna with one of three HF transceivers. BNC adapters enable quick
swapping between the rigs when I want to do so.
Recently, I began experiencing troubles with making the connection when
throwing the switch. The antenna was connected to the A side at first. I moved
it to the B side and everything worked until it started acting up again and then
it failed.
Figure 1

If you turn over an Alpha Delta switch and look at the back, you will see a caution label about no user serviceable parts inside… void warranty… yada yada.
The warranty period is well past expiry on my switch as it has a January 2004 date stamp on it. What’s the worst
that could happen, it already wasn’t working? Like any good ham, and having nothing to lose, I threw caution to
the wind. I would see if I could fix it.
I removed the 4 screws from the backplate, cutting the label to reveal two of
them, and carefully separated the backplate from the body. I was surprised at
the simple construction inside the switch, given the weight of the unit. (Figure 2)
There are 3 coax connections (Ant 1, COM, Ant 2). The switch post has a pair of
pins, one high, one low; upon which are plastic roller. The roller in the top of the
photo rolls across detent cuts on the machined backplate. The lower roller
moves across the contacts, raising and lowering them to complete the connect /
disconnect. I was astonished at how thin the contact strips and how rudimentary
the switch really is. The photos below show how that works.

Figure 2

Figure 3 – left view: centered, both disconnected, right view – antenna connected
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Looking at the photo of the inside of the switch closely (Figure 4), you can
see where the contact strips as soldered to the SO-239 antenna connector.
This is where I found my problem. The solder connection for the center
“COM” connector had fractured, allowing the contact strip to float and
make intermittent contact. If I turned the switch far enough, I could make
the contact and the antenna worked. Until it wouldn’t anymore. Time to
make the repair. I fired up the solder station, carefully pressed down on the
tee end of the center contact to raise the soldered end up to the center pin
to the SO-239 and reflowed the solder. Repair complete. I tested the motion
a few times and then it was time to reassemble. Not show in the pictures is
another plastic rod that is placed over (under) the arc plug. It appears that
normally this rod is held in position to the backplate by a small piece of double-sided tape. Mine was loose. I placed the rod over the arc plug and carefully refitted the backplate, taking care to get the rotating shaft into the
hole properly. Once I had it back together, it was back in the circuit and
working perfectly. Moral of the story, with nothing to lose, dig into it, pay
attention, and work carefully – you just may save it.

Figure 4

Antenna Switch Autopsy – Randy’s contribution
My experience with Alpha Delta switches was a bit different from Joe’s. Where he was able to fix a potential
stress point, I needed to eliminate the units. Not to say they are a bad switch – quite the contrary may be true
when they are used within some physical limitations. But of course, I’d find those limitations.
I had a matrix of a four and two position switch connecting transceiver and boat-anchor transmitter-receiver
combinations, to antenna. I believe if you were connecting multiple modern transceivers to antenna this way,
you’d most likely have no issues. However, when I intermixed ancient transmitter with modern transceiver
there flared the problem.
I have 165 feet of OXB random length center-fed zep antenna strung on a 140-foot lot – yeah, hams can be
creative with the laws of physical measurement. This is in turn fed from a 4:1 current balun and tuned by a
MFJ Versa Tuner. So far-so good. However, there were times when I could get a sharp point of resonance
when tuning the antenna and times when I found no apparent point of resonance. I puzzled this for a while.
Then, I was toying around with a rowboat sized anchor – a Knight T60 transmitter. Part of a vintage field rig I
am assembling. And … instead of connecting it directly to my dummy load I used the switch matrix – and
made a mistake. I had hooked this tiny rig up similarly before – but now I’d made some changes for a PTT
modification. When I connected it this time, I inadvertently set one of the switches so that it was in the center
grounded position. When I hit transmit this diminutive rig went POP! The coupling capacitor for the output
tube blew. It was darn loud for a dime sized piece of circuitry – and the hole it is was nearly microscopic. A
quick trip to the junk box – oops, I mean parts bin – and I was back in business.

Continued on next page
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But – after that episode I wanted to change things up so
I could not make this patching mistake again. In so doing
I also solved the mysterious tunable – not tunable – antenna situation.
E-Bay – that great purveyor of parts provided the components for the project – feed through bulk-head connectors in quantity enough to connect all premeditations
of operations. Boy – was that a mouthful to write (or say
aloud)! But it solved the problem with an old-school solution. Now I had to manually patch each piece of equipment directly to antenna. In so doing I would eliminate
both the potential to transmit into a short and the annoying non-tunable situation.
After I completed the patch bay (Figure 5), I immediately
noticed that there was consistency in tuning the antenna. That is – it always tuned!
In postmortem there was a fundamental flaw when the
modern computerized box of a transceiver shared an
antenna switch with the physical band-switches and coils
of a vintage rig. If all the vintage rigs were on the same
band there was no issue. But when one of them was on
a different band – and it shared the close proximity of
the antenna switch cavity - it acted to parasitically detune the system.

Figure 5

Live and learn – that’s part of the excitement of the boat anchors at my Marina. Oh, by the way, multiple boat
anchor rigs make it a marina!

Visit the Alpha-Delta website:
https://www.alphadeltaradio.com/
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Boy Do We have News & On-Air
Opportunities for You!
With all the staying at home and social distancing,
SARA members and others, have probably never had
a better reason to get on the air. Just look at the on-air
sessions copied here from the front page. Heck, we're
on every day. (Besides, if you have other family members in your household; they may like you to distance
yourself from them for a few hours each day/evening?!
Talk about a Win-Win situation!!)

SARA On the Air

All Times are Local (Central)

Phone Round Robin
Ragchews & Net
Daily “Lunch Room” Crew: 12:00 - ?
SARA 2m Repeater* ... Each Weekday
Daily Top Band Crew: 20:00
1.966 MHz LSB +/- QRM
(alternates: 21.316 MHz or 50.166 MHz)

Monday 75m Crew: 08:15 (NEW TIME)
3.856 MHz LSB +/- QRM

Tuesday (TMT) & Thursday (TMT 2):
SARA's on-air activities are not only a check on the
SARA 2m Repeater*
wellness of others, they are a check of your own over- 19:00
(TMT2 is in lieu of Eye Ball QSO Party)
all wellness. The on-air activities provide healthy social
Wednesday Informal Net: 21:00
contact while maintaining personal distancing.
SARA 2m Repeater*

If you need help getting on the air (e.g., antenna, gear, Digital Net
protocol, digital programs/computer interface, etc.), let Sunday: 19:00
someone know. Contact one of the officers or me.
3.584.15 MHz USB

(500-1000 Hz) on waterfall

Recently we began keeping check-in totals for our vari- Mode announced via email
ous on-air sessions.
Can’t Find Us On the Air?
Since mid-April, here's how the numbers look:
... Monitor SARA Repeater!
Daily “Lunch Room” Crew: ~44 per week (5 days);
34 members check-ins & 10 non-member

*SARA 2m Repeater: 147.060 MHz
Positive Offset; DCS/DTCS 026 Normal)

Daily Top Band Crew: ~86 per week; 70 member check-ins & 16 non-member
Monday 75m Crew: ~10 per week; 8 member check-ins & 2 non-member
Tuesday (TMT): ~11 per week; 10 member check-ins & 1 non-member
Thursday (TMT2): ~11 per week; 10 member check-ins & 1 non-member
Wednesday 2m Informal Net: ~4 per week; 2 member check-ins & 2 non-member

Sunday Digital 80m Net: ~7 per week; 6 member check-ins & 1 non-member
Want to help us with these on-air sessions?
We can always use a few more operators to facilitate our activities. We will supply you with a
general script you can tailor to your style, plus we will provide all the assistance to make you
comfortable to handle things.
If you've checking into any of our Round Robin Ragchews and Nets, you already know it's a
pretty friendly, helpful bunch of folks. If you have questions, ask any of the Group Leaders,
Net Control Operators, club officers or me.
73 es CUL
Dave (WØOXB
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May Remote Base Report:
WØEQO and WØZSW are both operational.
Bill Jones, NØCIC, who lives close by
WØEQO, has been instrumental in keeping
W0EQO on the air. WAØTDA is also available
for the asking.
Here are some operating tips:


Go to Remotehams.com and install the free client software on your Windows
device. Be sure you use your callsign as your user name.



Look for stations on which you wish to transmit. Let’s say it’s WAØTDA, so run the
RCForb software and find that station in the list and then click on it. You should
hear audio. Other users could be there ahead of you, so check to see if it is okay to
tune around on the receiver.



Email me at wa0tda@arrl.net requesting transmit privileges. If you want to transmit
on WØZSW & WØEQO, find each of them in the list, log on, and then let me know
you want to use them, too. Finding each of the stations in the list and then connecting to each places your callsign and IP address in the host software, making it
easy for the admin to add you to the transmit list.



When you log onto a station, check to see if there is anyone else also logged on.
In the Windows app, the list will appear in the lower right corner. In the parentheses, the letter indicates either A - Admin, X = Registered user approved for transmit
privileges, or No letter = Remotehams registered user NOT approved for transmit,
or possibly even a shortwave listener.



Always do a quick check of the radio settings. Since some
users may be newbies, settings can be left in unexpected
configurations, such as radio left in split mode, RF gain way
down, RF output not at 100%, Attenuator on, AGC on Fast,
and so on.



An Android app version of RCForb is available in the Play Store for under $10. You
can use it on as many of your Android devices (including newer Chromebooks) as
you want. It will be tied to your callsign.



Report problems or ask questions - email me!

73, Pat, wa0tda@arrl.net
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New to Ham Radio? Check this out!
The Stillwater Amateur Radio Association (SARA) is always here to assist
its members - from antenna installation to rig recommendations to All
Things Ham. Our members each have a unique skill set from which to
draw to help each other in amateur radio activities. For example, each
spring, SARA holds a Technician education class and we see many
attendees pass through to become licensed amateur radio operators!
Getting the license, however, is only the first step. Much like passing the
written driver's test to get a learner's permit, it's just the first step. Now it's
time to get out on the road. To drive. To operate. And SARA wants to do
more to help our newly licensed operators get "behind the wheel" safely,
effectively, and with enthusiasm and enjoyment. In the coming months,
SARA will prepare resources and reach out to current members to find
support for our new hams to ensure they find the value and joy they were
looking for when they initially set out to get their license.
So look for more details in upcoming newsletters from the newly
established SARA committee for helping new hams. Of course, if you are
interested in helping, including, but not limited to, being a resource for tech
-specific portions of amateur radio, the SARA committee can be reached
via email at:

NewHamHelp@radioham.org
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ALL IN-PERSON ACTIVITIES ARE CANCELED UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE!

Upcoming SARA Meetings & Events

Details, as available, will appear via email and be published in the newsletter.


May 9: Saturday Monthly Virtual Meeting



June 27 & 28: ARRL Field Day (details undetermined)
Board Meetings are held Thursdays the week following Monthly Saturday
Meetings. Due to social distancing restrictions, meetings may be held via
video conferencing; on different days and times. Invitations will be sent.
Thursday Eye Ball QSO Parties are deferred due to meeting restrictions.
Webex video conferencing will be used to network with SARA members only.
Invitations will be sent.

2020

SARA Needs YOU!
Get involved ...
Make a difference ...
Have fun!

www.radioham.org
Facebook: SARA - Stillwater Amateur Radio Association
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